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Key Points 

1. Feedback in 

mergers is pivotal 

to galaxy 

evolution. 

 

 

2. QSO-mode 

feedback exists in 

mergers. 



Feedback in Mergers is Pivotal to 

Galaxy Evolution: Basic Model 

Sanders+88 

Hopkins+08 



Di Matteo+05 

Feedback in Mergers is Pivotal to Galaxy 

Evolution: Numerical Simulations 

Simulation from Phil Hopkins. 



Feedback in Mergers is Pivotal to Galaxy 

Evolution: Numerical Simulations 6 J. DeBuhr et. al.
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F igur e 1. T he star formation rate, Ṁ ∗ , and accret ion rate into

the black hole, Ṁ i n , as a function of t ime for the fiducial simula-

tion with both AGN wind and radiation pressure feedback (run
‘wp5-10’ in Table 1; black), the run with only the radiation pres-

sure feedback (run ‘po’; gray), and the run that included Compton

heating (run ‘wpcomp’; blue).
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F igur e 2. T he fraction of the total gas mass inside a sphere of
radius 3 kpc (relative to the total ini tial gas mass) centered on

the black hole for the same three runs shown in Fig. 1. W hen

the AGN wind model is included, the central material is rapidly

ejected after final coalescence (t ∼ 1.7 Gyr).

material is near the orbital plane. T hus our simple imple-
mentation of radiation pressure feedback is not efficient at
unbinding gas from the galaxy, though it is very effective at
regulating the growth of the BH itself (DQM). By contrast,
in the simulation with the AGN wind, Figure 3 (left panel)
shows that there is significantly more material blown out of
the galaxy, especially in the directions perpendicular to the
orbital plane. Quantitatively, at the end of the simulation
the mass of gas at large distances (|z| > 10 kpc) from the
orbital plane is 3 × 109M⊙ in the simulation including
the AGN wind, about 20 times larger than in the simula-
tion with only radiation pressure feedback (see Table 1 and

F igur e 3. T he projected gas density for the fiducial simulation

(left) and the run without AGN wind feedback (right) at a time
just after the final merger (t = 1.71 Gyr). Brighter color corre-

sponds to higher density. T he images are edge-on to the plane

of the orbit and the box size is 280 kpc. W hile both simulat ions

have material at large distance in tidal tails, there is significant ly

more material out of the orbital plane with AGN wind feedback.

T hese images were generated using SPLASH (Price 2007).
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F igur e 4. Effects of AGN winds on the distr ibution of radial
velocit ies of the gas particles (relat ive to the black hole) at the

end of the simulation. Few gas particles have velocit ies greater

than ∼ 200km s− 1 in the run with only radiation pressure (run
‘po’; grey). By contrast, in the fiducial simulation with the AGN

wind, a significant fraction of the particles have velocit ies above

a few 100 km s− 1 . About 25% of these outflowing part icles were
explicit ly added to the wind and kicked with an init ial wind ve-

locity of 10,000 km s− 1 (blue), while the rest were not explicit ly

added to the wind (black) init ially but were accelerated due to

hydrodynamic interact ions with the ‘kicked’ high-speed part icles.

Fig. 6 below). A corollary of this efficient removal of gas by
the AGN wind is that the total stellar mass formed during
the simulation is ∼ 20% smaller in the case with the AGN
wind; most of this suppression in star formation happens at
late times, after the final coalescenceof the two galaxies (see
Fig. 1).

3.1.2 Impact on the ISM

Theevacuation of thecentral part of thegalaxy by theAGN
wind would not be surprising if themajority of thematerial
ejected wasexplicit ly added to thewind by our deposition of
momentum (i.e., if the unbound mass was primarily mate-
rial that was explicit ly ’kicked’). We find that this is not the
case. At the end of the fiducial simulation (t = 2.85 Gyr), of
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DeBuhr+12 



Feedback in Mergers is Pivotal to 

Galaxy Evolution: Observations 

Winds in mergers are 

1. Ubiquitous:100% 

2. Large Scale:>1kpc 

3. High-vel:400km/s 

4. Massive:109Msun 

5. Energetic:1057erg/s 
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QSO-Mode Feedback Does NOT Exist 

in Mergers: 2005 

No significant 

difference between: 

Large-scale winds 

in galaxies 

dominated by star 

formation 

Large-scale winds 

in galaxies 

dominated by 

AGN activity 

Rupke+05abc, Krug+10 
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QSO-Mode Feedback Does NOT Exist 

in Mergers: 2005. But … 

Mrk 231 shows 

extended, high-

velocity flow 

(NOT the 

classic BAL) 

 

Caveat: slit 

along the jet 

axis! 
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QSO-Mode Feedback Exists in 

Mergers: 2011 

Three developments 

lead to a new answer. 

1. AGN Luminosities 
Six different AGN 

Diagnostics from Spitzer 

Veilleux+09 



QSO-Mode Feedback Exists in 

Mergers: 2011 

Three developments 

lead to a new answer. 

1. AGN Luminosities 

2. Integral Field 

Spectroscopy 

Rupke+Veilleux 11 

Velocity Map of  Mrk 231 Outflow 



QSO-Mode Feedback Exists in 

Mergers: 2011 

Three developments 

lead to a new answer. 

1. AGN Luminosities 

2. Integral Field 

Spectroscopy 

3. Multiphase Data 
V
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AGN Luminosity 

Ionized outflow 

in Mrk 231 

Molecular outflows 

from Herschel 

Sturm+11, 

Rupke+Veilleux 11 



QSO-Mode Feedback Exists in 

Mergers: 2012 

What to expect: more 

data! 

1. 6-galaxy IFU sample: 

Rupke+12, in prep. 

2. More molecular gas 

data (see Veilleux 

talk) 

3. More wavelengths … 

 

Starbursts 

AGN IFU Sample 



QSO-Mode Feedback Exists in 

Mergers: 2012 

Data (Preliminary) Model 
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2 x 1045 ! 
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Mode 
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Exists in 

Mergers: 

2012 



Key Points 

1. Feedback in 

mergers is pivotal 

to galaxy 

evolution. 

 

 

2. QSO-mode 

feedback exists in 

mergers. 


